
PABLO PICASSO - Cubist Artist
Sculpture unit: LKS2 Knowledge Mat

Art Vocabulary

Portrait A paint, photo, sculpture of a person, in 
which the face and it’s expression is 
predominant.

Dimensions When drawing faces measuring facial 
features is important to create accurate 
proportions.

Clay A stiff, sticky fine-grained earth that can be 
moulded when wet, and is died and baked 
to make bricks, pottery, and ceramics.

Slip A glue made with clay and a little water to 
join2 or pieces of clay together.

Score & Slip To join 2 pieces of clay together- scratch the 
surfaces of cay with a cross-hatch pattern, 
apply the slip, then join and smooth.

Abstract Use of marks, colours, shapes rather than 
realistic images.

Pastel Powdery stick of colour, easily blended with 
fingers or cotton wool to give a subtle 
effect.

Collage 3D layered effect with fabric, card ,papers, 
magazines and glue.

Sticky knowledge
• Cubist painting showed objects and 

people from lots of different angles, 
fragmented like through a 
kaleidoscope.

• It is called Cubism because the items 
represented in the artworks look like 
they are made out of cubes and 
other geometrical shapes.

• Picasso’s full surname was Ruiz y 
Picasso. This follows the Spanish 
custom where people have two 
surnames. The first is the first part of 
their dad’s surname, the second is the 
first part of their mum’s surname.

• Picasso was born in Malaga in Spain in 
1881. Picasso’s father, Jose Ruiz Blaso, 
was also a painter who specialised in 
painting birds. 

• When Picasso was 16, he left home 
to attend the best Art School in 
Spain, the Royal Academy of San 
Fernando in Madrid.

• When he was 19 he moved to Paris. 
This is because Paris was the capital 
of the avant-garde, which means 
cutting-edge and very cool. Picasso 
became friends with lots of artists 
and writers, like Georges Braque who 
he invented cubism.

Other Cubist Painters: Georges Braque (who 
founded Cubism alongside Picasso).
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